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INTRODUCTION

Euroclad is the UK's home-grown, independent

supplier of metal roof and wall products which provide

exceptional acoustic and thermal performance for the

life of a building.  Products are sustainably credible

with proven routes for recycling and disposal.

Euroclad listens to the needs of its customers and

offers high performance, cost effective solutions.

Founded in 1981 Euroclad has taken huge strides

over almost three decades, consistently investing in

people and technology to satisfy customer needs. 

Cutting edge UK manufacturing maintains Euroclad’s

position at the forefront of the metal roofing and

cladding  industry.

As part of its commitment to quality, service and 

the environment, Euroclad operates a Quality

Management System approved to BS EN ISO

9001:2008 and an Environmental Management

System approved to BS EN ISO 14001:2004.
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Secret fix SF500 roofing is a proven system that offers

fast, simple installation with excellent performance

and design flexibility. There is no need for external

penetrations of the outer sheet, resulting in excellent

durability and a clean, uncluttered finish. 

Secret fix SF500 roofs are produced predominantly 

in Corus Colorcoat HPS200 Ultra® with the system

offering many of the advantages of a

true standing seam.  The roof

systems can be installed with a

pitch as low as 1° and can be

simply integrated into constructions where the

material of choice is steel. Euroclad’s secret fix roofing

was awarded BBA certification in 2004.

Euroclad offers specifiers, contractors and specialist

installers comprehensive support from initial enquiry,

technical resources and consultation right through to

project realisation. NBS draft specifications are

provided for Elite Systems and can be tailored to suit

project performance requirements.

Draw on Euroclad’s experience and the flexibility of

built-up systems to achieve individual requirements 

for thermal, acoustic and structural performance.  

A wide range of features that enhance basic concepts

can be achieved with advice from Euroclad.  

This allows full integration of the roof construction 

with flashings and bespoke fabrications as well as

composite or built-up wall cladding, all products that

available from Euroclad.

Euroclad products and Elite Systems are supported

through RIBA Information Services with full coverage

in NBS Plus and online services.  Euroclad is part of

the RIBA CPD Providers Network.

SYSTEM PRINCIPLES
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• BBA assessed performance

• Fast installation

• No visible fixings

• Long sheet length with no end laps

• Drive-on-drive-off manufacture if required, 

reducing transport and crane costs

• Roll at eaves for even faster installation

• Short lead times

• Range of cost effective standard accessories

• Extensive stocks of materials

• LPCB approved.

SYSTEM BENEFITS
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SECRET FIX SF500 PROFILE
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ELITE SYSTEMS

Elite Systems provide a package of components 

from leading manufacturers which combine to form

guaranteed roof and wall systems with defined

performance.  Elite Systems have been developed to

offer high performance, proven roof and wall systems

that are easily specified and offer great performance

throughout their lifetime.

Elite Systems can be used for a multitude of roof and

wall applications, all with inherent design flexibility.

Incorporating recyclable, non-combustible insulation

cores, Elite Systems have outstanding acoustic and

thermal performance.

Elite Systems are reliable, with a standard 12 year

guarantee and the option of an ElitePlus System with

a 25 year guarantee.

The Secret fix SF500 profile is available as part 

of several Elite Systems; the mainstay being Elite 

System 3.  Constructions can include liner, deck,

mineral wool quilt or RocRoof insulation. 

APPLICATIONS

Secret fix SF500 can be used in a multitude of

applications including education, retail and hotel,

sports and leisure.  

The system is suitable for new build, refurbishment,

over-roofing and flat to pitch conversion and can be

considered as a viable alternative to sealed

membrane, felt or asphalt systems.

The ability to produce the sheets onsite in single

lengths and the simple ‘snap fix’ overlap gives Secret

fix SF500 its greatest advantages over other systems

designed for low pitch application.  

Furthermore the recent investment in a lifting rig and

state of the art remote control technology means that

sheets can be produced at building eaves and

rollformed directly onto the roof.

Colour side 

OverlapUnderlap

17mm 56mm

500mm

53mm 54mm120˚ 120˚63mm

21mm
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Aesthetics

Secret fix SF500 has low visual impact with clean,

uncluttered roof lines.  All fixings are hidden, hence 

the name.

A wide range of colours in standard stock materials

can be used including Corus Colorcoat HPS200

Ultra®, Colorcoat Prisma® and Colorcoat LG®.

Standard colour charts are available on request and

are also downloadable from the Euroclad website.

Weatherability

Secret fix SF500 provides superb weathering

performance through a precision engineered snap fit

54mm overlap.  The underlap is designed to take a

3mm bead mastic seal, whilst the low profile pan

allows excellent drainage at low pitches.  

The combination of single eaves-to-eaves or ridge-to-

eaves sheet lengths, onsite manufacture, no end laps

and no external fixings penetrating the sheet, means

that sheet lengths are effectively limited only by

handling capabilities.  

Carefully designed accessories and details ensure 

no compromise of performance and the structurally

tested system combined with the longevity of 

materials provide long-term security.

Standard details

Construction Details modelled for performance under

the Building Regulations are available to view or

download from the Euroclad website.  Systems can

be modelled in-house using state of the art 3D

software to be compliant with Part L2 of the Building

Regulations. This facility can be used for details and

for plane elements.

There are inevitably cases where a bespoke detail is

required for a particular situation.  In such cases

Euroclad will provide relevant advice.  Example

component drawings and construction details are

featured in this brochure but for a full set of drawings

and details visit euroclad.com.

If any information is not available in this document or

from the website further assistance may be obtained

from the Euroclad Technical Department.



SECRET FIX SF500 STEEL LOAD/SPAN TABLES 
(Loads in kn/m2 double/multispan for 0.7mm thickness)

Span (m) 1.0 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0

Imposed Factor 1.6 4.23 3.99 3.69 3.49 3.25 3.00 2.77 2.59 2.40 2.16 2.00

Suction Factor 2.0 2.99 2.80 2.53 2.18 1.89 1.58 1.47 1.38 1.29 1.23 1.14

Note: Imposed deflection limit = L/250.  Suction deflection limit = L/150.  The maximum permissible cantilever for Secret fix SF500 is 300mm.
(Weight per linear metre = 3.870 KGS 0.7mm.  Weight per square metre = 7.741 KGS 0.7mm).
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QUALITY

Durability and warranties

The Confidex guarantee is available for all Secret fix

SF500 roofs supplied in Corus Colorcoat HPS200

Ultra® and Colorcoat Prisma®.  BBA certification

covers standard constructions.  

Elite Systems are reliable, with a standard 12 year

guarantee and the option of an ElitePlus System 

with a 25 year guarantee.

Quality assured

As part of its commitment to quality, service and 

the environment, Euroclad operates a Quality

Management System approved to BS EN ISO

9001:2000 and an Environmental Management

System approved to BS EN ISO 14001:2004.

Load/Span considerations

The responsibility for defining and specifying wind

loads and purlin centres lies with the structural

engineer for any given project.  

Wherever possible the loads should be determined

while the adjustment of purlin centres is still possible,

allowing the performance of the chosen roof profiles

to be taken into account.  BS 6399 Part 2 has been

replaced by BS EN 1991-1-4: 2005 plus A1 2010

(Eurocode 1.  Actions on Structures) which should be

used to establish local and general wind pressures. 



Elite System 6

Secret fix SF500 profiled sheet laid over Eurodeck

structural deck with Eurobar Extra spacer system 

and quilt insulation.  

Elite RocRoof 6

Secret fix SF500 profiled sheet laid over Eurodeck

structural deck with Euroclad RocBar, RocTube fixing

plugs and dual density Elite RocSlab insulation board

that provides rigidity, thermal and acoustic

performance, whilst reducing construction depths.
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EXAMPLE CONSTRUCTIONS

Elite System 3

Secret fix SF500 profiled sheet laid over liner profile

with Eurobar Extra spacer system and quilt insulation.  
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SYSTEM BENEFITS

Part L2 compliant •

Non-combustible insulation •

Excellent acoustic performance •

Sound reduction and absorption systems available •

Fewer components – less lifts and faster installation •

RocBar developed by Rockwool exclusively for 
RocRoof systems •

Euroclad ElitePLUS 25 year guarantee available •

Recommended installers •

Roof pitch > 1° installed (design pitch 2.5°) •

SPECIFICATIONS

External Euroclad Secret fix SF500 0.7mm steel
Corus Colorcoat HPS200® Ultra
Corus Colorcoat Prisma®

Corus Colorcoat® LG*

Spacer system Euroclad RocBar with Roctube 
fixing plugs

Insulation Layer 1 RocSlab 120mm to 215mm
Layer 2 slab 25mm
Overall insulation depth 145mm to
240mm

Liner Eurodeck structural deck

U-value 0.25W/m2K to 0.15W/m2K

Sound reduction 45dB typical.   
Adaptable to requirements

Refer to RocRoof technical supplement and www.euroclad.com for alternative thermal performance.

*12 year Elite guarantee only.

SYSTEM BENEFITS

Part L2 compliant •

Non-combustible insulation •

Excellent acoustic performance •

Sound reduction and absorption systems available •

LPC approved system (LPS 1181 for Elite System 3.16) •

BBA certificate •

Rooflights •

Euroclad ElitePLUS 25 year guarantee available •

Recommended installers •

Roof pitch > 1° installed (design pitch 2.5°) •

BREEAM Excellence achievable •

SPECIFICATIONS

External Euroclad Secret fix SF500 0.7mm steel
Corus Colorcoat HPS200® Ultra
Corus Colorcoat Prisma®

Corus Colorcoat® LG*

Spacer system Eurobar Extra/Mast 185mm to 280mm

Insulation Rockwool 0.04 W/mK
Glasswool 0.04 to 0.035 W/mK

Liner Euroclad MW5L 0.7mm steel

U-value 0.25W/m2K to 0.15W/m2K

Sound reduction 45dB typical   
Adaptable to requirements

Refer to ‘Eurobar technical brochure’ and www.euroclad.com for alternative thermal performance.

SYSTEM BENEFITS

Part L2 compliant •

Non-combustible insulation •

Excellent acoustic performance •

Sound reduction and absorption systems available •

BBA certificate •

Euroclad ElitePLUS 25 year guarantee available •

Recommended installers •

Roof pitch > 1° installed (design pitch 2.5°) •

SPECIFICATIONS

External Euroclad Secret fix SF500 0.7mm steel
Corus Colorcoat HPS200® Ultra
Corus Colorcoat Prisma®

Corus Colorcoat® LG*

Spacer system Eurobar Extra/Mast 185mm to 280mm

Insulation Rockwool 0.04 W/mK
Glasswool 0.04 to 0.037 W/mK

Liner Eurodeck structural deck 

U-value 0.20W/m2K to 0.14W/m2K

Sound reduction 45dB typical 
Adaptable to requirements

Refer to technical department and www.euroclad.com for alternative thermal performance.
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MANUFACTURING

QUALITY AND SERVICE

As part of its commitment to quality and service

Euroclad operates a Quality Management System

approved to BS EN ISO 9001:2008.  Euroclad

continues to enhance its wide range of products and

high levels of manufacturing excellence; building on 

the sustainability, performance and design flexibility

already inherent in its construction systems and

production processes.

Secret Fix SF500 sheets can be made at Euroclad’s

manufacturing facility and transported to site in sheet

lengths up to 14m.  If longer sheet lengths are

required, onsite production is recommended.  

If onsite production is not possible for any reason 

then arrangements can be made with a specialist

haulier to transport sheet lengths of up to 19m.  

This may involve a site visit to check the viability of

access and delivery.

CURVING

Secret fix SF500 can be successfully self-curved to a

minimum radius of 50m.

ONSITE PRODUCTION

All Secret Fix SF500 projects that are produced 

onsite require a pre-production site visit to discuss

requirements and responsibilities for Euroclad and 

the contractor.  A site specific method statement is

provided for the roofing contractor and main

contractor.

Coil delivery

A delivery of coils is made to site.  The Contractor

must supply a counterbalance or telescopic truck 

to unload the coil into a prepared safe area on arrival

to site.  Coils weigh a maximum of 2.5 tonnes.

Mobile rollforming trailer

The mobile rollforming trailer is driven onto site and

left there for the duration of the site manufacture. 

Its dimensions are:

Length: 17.00 metres

Height: 4.04 metres

Width: 2.60 metres

Weight: 33 tonnes (approx)
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Roll at eaves

Euroclad is now capable of rolling roof products at

eaves, offering significant time savings and supplying

roofing products precisely when needed.

The process is controlled by the latest radio control

technology which enables full, remote operation

from a range of up to 15m.  Operator access to 

the rollforming equipment is not required during

operation, significantly reducing risk.

The lifting equipment has been specifically designed

and tested.  The lifting assembly has been proven

stable with wind speeds up to 25mph.

Manpower

Euroclad supply two members of the onsite rolling

team to produce sheets lengths up to 12m without

labour assistance from the Contractor.  For sheet

lengths over 12m labour supplied by the roofing

contractor is required to assist the Euroclad onsite

team.  Site conditions will dictate whether extra

people are needed and how many the roofing

contractor has to supply.

Work procedure

The rollformer will arrive onsite and set up in 

the required location as determined in the 

pre-production site visit for rollforming sheets.  

The onsite team (after attending any required 

Site Induction) will then produce the sheets and

pack at ground level and then secure the sheets

ready for lifting with a nylon banding system.  

All cut lengths are required 10 working days 

before site production begins.
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UNLOADING AND HANDLING

Secret fix SF500 sheets are typically of considerable

length and therefore careful arrangements must be

made to avoid damage whilst handling. Sheets up to

8m long may be unloaded with forklifts taking care 

not to damage the pan of the sheet.  A lifting beam

attachment with slings should be used with a forklift

where sheets are over 8m long.  

SITE STORAGE

If sheets are to be stored on the ground they 

should be on a dry, firm base, sloped 

to allow drainage and should be 

protected from accidental 

damage and theft.

LIFTING

The structure’s load bearing capacity should be

considered where packs and sheets are laid on the

roof and they must be restrained from sliding down

the slope or being moved by wind forces.  The sheet

underlap should be oriented towards the direction of

lay ready to set out.  A Spreader Beam can be

provided subject to availability to assist unloading

Secret fix SF500 sheets in excess of 8m.  Spreader

beams are available for sheets up to 68m long.  

Secret fix SF500 sheets will be packed in bundles 

of up to 18 sheets; however each pack will weigh 

no more than one tonne in total for shipping by road.

Packs can be produced onsite up to 2 tonnes, 

if needed.

CONSTRUCTION

<3°
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SETTING OUT

This operation provides a good opportunity to check

steelwork for tolerances and to ensure that the design

roof pitch has been achieved, particularly at the ridge

and eaves.  To ensure that the system is set out

correctly the fixing template must be used.

The SF500 sheets will usually cover at 502mm if the

installation template is not used.  The installation

template needs to be used and set to control the

cover width to 500mm.  Should the cover width need

to be adjusted to allow coverage to match up with

items such as roof lights, then cover can be adjusted

between 408mm and 502mm.

LATERAL RESTRAINT

With reference to British Standard 5427:1996 ‘Code

of Practice for the use of Profiled Sheet for Roof and

Wall Cladding on Buildings’, Part 1 ‘Design’.

“Euroclad trapezoidal external profiles and Euroclad

liner profiles in 0.4mm gauge, fixed according to the

recommendations contained in Euroclad literature

(other than perforated liners), will provide lateral

restraint to the top flange of the purlins.”  Euroclad

liners used in conjunction with Secret fix SF500 will

therefore provide lateral restraint.

THERMAL EXPANSION

The rate of expansion for steel is much lower than

that of aluminium and Secret fix SF500 requires no

special detailing to accommodate it.

USE OF TOOLS

Fixing tools are available for purchase only.  To ensure
that the product is fixed correctly the following tools
must be used with every installation of Secret fix SF500.

Profile template

The profile template can be used to help achieve the
desired cover width within +/- 2mm, in particular
whilst installing a roof that contains rooflights.

Turn-up/Turn-down tool

These tools have been carefully designed to turn up
the pan of the profile at the ridge/hip detail and to
turn down the pan of the 
profile at the eaves 
detail.

The tools are handed 
and must be used the  
right way around.  
Turndown must 
be a minimum 
of 10°.

ROOF PENETRATIONS

There are an infinite number of reasons for roof
penetrations but where possible they should be avoided.
Inevitably it will be necessary to accommodate
penetrations of the sheet in some cases and, with care,
satisfactory solutions can be achieved.  Euroclad work
with the industry’s leading specialists in roof penetrations
to ensure a great finish that is sympathetic to the
Secret fix SF500 roof system.

For more information on roof penetrations contact
Euroclad’s technical support or for a recommended
supplier speak to the sales department.

Turn-up: 45° to 90°.
Turn-down: 10° to 20°.
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VERGE

This section also acts as the starter bar.  The verge

section is the first item fixed to the purlins.  Since all

subsequently laid panels are laid parallel to this verge

section it is crucial that it is laid correctly and at right

angles to the purlin. The distance from the edge of the

roof should also be calculated with care as this will

predetermine the position of the last sheet relative to

the other end of the roof. It will obviously be ideal if

the size of the barge board flashings were the same

at each side of the roof and this can only be achieved

by careful setting out in the initial stages.  

Fixing procedure

The first sheet has a strip of mastic laid on the crest

and then is placed into the verge section.  A fixing is

then placed through the verge section and sealant

into the crest of the profile.  These are fixed at 

450mm centres. 

The fixing template is used to secure the sheet while

the two primary fixings are fixed in to the underlap at

each purlin.  A bead of 3mm mastic is laid into the

sheet underlap in the grove provided and the next

sheet overlap is snapped over to continue fixing. 

The bargeboard flashing is then fixed as illustrated,

again using a strip of mastic sealant.

The procedure for fixing the left hand verge detail is

very similar.  It is, of course, the same verge section

reversed.  The last sheet is, in this case, already laid,

but not fixed.  The bottom flange of the verge section

fits inside the under lap of the sheet.  The mastic and

fixing requirements are as above, or bead mastic can

be used.

CONSTRUCTION DETAILS
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RIDGE

The ridge support detail, together with its filler, is

designed to be fitted at 90° to the length of the sheet

in a convenient position close to the apex.  The filler

clips into the ridge support and they are fixed to the

crest of the profile in the manner shown in the

illustration.  

The illustration also reveals the pan of the profile

turned up at the very top of the sheet.  Thus, a

secondary barrier is created.  All sheets have the 

pan turned up in the same manner under the ridge

flashing. 

A tool is available from Euroclad to facilitate the

upturn. The normal ridge flashing may then be fitted

and fixed to the top flange of the ridge support detail,

as illustrated. 

Care must be taken not to penetrate the crest of 

the profile when fixing the ridge to the ridge support.  

The ridge support detail must be fixed in conjunction

with the profile as any spread or shrinkage of the

sheet will then be immediately evident and corrective

action should be taken. 

RAKED GUTTER

Rake cutting of the sheet must be carried out with 

the utmost care since the profile is difficult to cut

neatly. The angle of the valley will determine the

distance between the main profiles and this could

increase the effective pitch of the profile considerably.

The support/drip flashings can be manufactured in

plain galvanised steel up to 1.6mm thick to give the

support necessary.
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EAVES

The eaves detail incorporates fillers which are usually
positioned above the drip angle or alternative
drip/closure flashing.  The eaves flashing shown here
is used in conjunction with a built up system using
Euroclad liner panel.  The detail shown is fairly typical
but there are many variations on the same theme.

The last 25mm of the trough is turned down using the
tool provided, which stiffens the profile in the critical
area and reduces the incidence where water is held
on the reverse of the sheet.  Anchoring fixings should
be fixed over the gutter, through the sheet and drip
angle or closure flashing.

VALLEY GUTTER 

The standard valley gutter detail includes the use of

the Euroclad liner panel although the principals of the

construction could be amended to exclude it if

required.  Individual circumstances will predetermine

which details are applicable.  For details of valley

gutters please visit euroclad.com or speak to a

member of our technical department.

HIP

The hip detail uses non standard flashings, fixings and

fillers to achieve a ridge closure at corners in the roof.  

The hip is perhaps the most difficult section to detail

for most secret fix systems.  They usually involve very

costly sections which add significantly to the overall

budget. Euroclad’s system is straightforward and cost

effective.  Essentially a modification of the ridge

support detail, the pitch of the notches and their

shape vary with the pitch of the roof and the angle 

of the hip.
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Euroclad has invested in acoustic testing of systems

and has applied many years of combined practical

experience from constructed projects into the test

programme.  Working together with material suppliers

and with institutions such as Sound Research

Laboratories Ltd, University of Salford Department of

Applied Acoustics and British Board of Agrement has

provided some of the best acoustic systems available

for lightweight metal constructions.  

Common applications for the systems include schools
and universities, swimming pools and sports halls,
cinemas, offices and hospitals.  In industrial and
Ministry of Defence projects, prevention of intrusive
noise and the control of noise from processes are
major considerations and the acoustic performance 
of Euroclad systems has assisted in many instances.
When specific acoustic performance is required,
Euroclad can provide a systematic answer and can
also develop tailored solutions where applicable.

ACOUSTIC SYSTEMS

Secret fix SF500 systems can provide acoustic
solutions for a range of applications and have been
extensively tested, modelled and proven in the field.
Systems can be modified to meet requirements by
the inclusion of various components.

Sound reduction

Sound Reduction lowers the amount of sound
transmitted through a building element. It may also 
be termed Sound Insulation or Sound Attenuation.  
In the case of Euroclad systems Sound Reduction 
is considered alongside Thermal Insulation and the
two elements generally complement each other.  
Secret fix SF500 provides outstanding sound
reduction, achieving a minimum Sound Reduction
rating (RW) of 45dB (0.25 System 3).  SF500 
Systems have been developed that achieve between
48dB and 56dB in tests.

Sound absorbtion

Reverberation of sound within spaces or rooms
occurs when sound inside the room is reflected 
from the various surfaces exposed to it.  The more
reflective the surfaces are to sound, the longer the
echoes or reverberations will last.  Metal roofs like
Euroclad Elite systems can be produced using a
perforated liner or deck which efficiently absorbs
sound generated inside a building.  System 3A
constructions deliver Class A absorption
performance.

Rain noise

Rain impact noise is a consideration in certain
applications.  SF500 roof systems deliver good
performance; Elite System 3.20 generates a weighted
sound intensity of LIA 48dB.  This is dramatically
lower than the 70dB referenced in BB93.

ACOUSTICS
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CONTROL OF CONDENSATION

Interstitial Condensation (Insulated Systems)

Control of interstitial condensation within acceptable

limits relies mostly on the  provision of adequate vapour

control on the warm side of insulated constructions. 

A BRE report in 2000 concluded that “metal liners

provide an effective vapour control layer in twin skinned

metal roof construction. So long as the cladding is

installed to a reasonable standard with a well sealed

liner, it is not necessary to use a separate plastic VCL

or breather membrane in most applications.”

This approach has since developed as a standard

approach for Euroclad Secret Fix Systems which have

been independently assessed for BBA Certification.

The conclusion is that:

For buildings in internal Humidity Classes 1 to 4 (as

referenced in BS EN ISO 13788 : 2002 and BS 5250 :

2002) under the normal climatic conditions experienced

in the UK, interstitial condensation is unlikely to be a

significant problem provided that: 

• The liner panel laps, details and perimeters are

adequately sealed to provide continuity of vapour

control

• For installations with the separate vapour 

control layer the vapour control layer laps are

adequately sealed, it remains undamaged, is

continuous over ridges and hips, and is sealed 

at penetrations/abutments

• A separate vapour control layer is required if the roof

systems are used in buildings classed as dwellings,

in roof Systems 6 and 11 and acoustic absorption

systems with a perforated liner or deck.

For buildings in internal Humidity Class 5 and in

buildings or areas of a building with special internal

design conditions, a hygrothermal assessment of the

proposed roof system should be undertaken using the

guidance given in BS 5250 : 2002, BS 5925:1991 

and BS 6229:2003, to establish whether special

provisions are required. 

Euroclad can carry out such calculations on request. 

VAPOUR CONTROL AND AIR TIGHTNESS



However, calculations already run indicate that with 

the thickness of insulation required to achieve todays 

U-values it is rare for the certified constructions to

show any problematic condensation risk even in such

cases as swimming pools using perforated liner and

separate VCL.

Breather membranes are not normally required where

the passage of warm moist air from the internal

environment of the building is adequately controlled.

They can be included if required but as a general rule 

a breather membrane is only required as standard for

System 10. For this application it is supplied as part 

of the System to protect the underlying supporting

substrate (typically 18mm plywood) from condensation

which can occur on the reverse of the sheet where

there is no insulation. Under normal circumstances the

amount of condensate which may form on the reverse

of the sheet in insulated systems is very limited and is

vented from the systems by the provision of air flow

from eaves to ridge provided by the standard detailing.

F-factor

This is the minimum allowable temperature factor of

thermal bridges required to prevent condensation

occuring on the inside of the building envelope,

potentially resulting in mould growth etc. Surface

temperature criteria appropriate to industrial buildings

have been established using the methodology

specified in BS EN ISO 13788. 

Humidity Minimum
class Building type F-value

1 Storage areas 0.3

2 Offices and shops 0.5

3 Dwelings with low occupancy 0.65

4 Dwellings with high occupancy, ie: 
sports halls, kitchens, canteens, 
buildings heated with un-flued gas 
heaters etc. 0.8

5 Special buildings, ie: swimming pools,
breweries, laundries etc. 0.9

The methodology leads to building types being divided

into Humidity Classes and minimum allowable F-values

are assigned to each Class. 

The point thermal bridges caused by Euroclad spacer

brackets or fasteners in plane elements do not lower

the f-value below 0.9 which means that they would not

pose a risk of internal surface condensation with any

of the above humidity classes.

The second aspect of the F-factor is that relating 

to linear bridging details. Euroclad publish both the 

Psi values (linear thermal bridging) and F-factors of

standard system details. These provide the means to

check whether a detail is suitable for a given building.

If a detail indicates a problematic F-factor,

consideration should be given to improving the detail

or controlling the internal environment to reduce the

risk from condensation.  The ability to 3D model details

allows consideration of modified details if they are not

suitable for a given situation, for example a standard

valley gutter detail would not be suitable for a

swimming pool application.

SINGLE SKIN APPLICATIONS

Wind Loading

Provided that care has been taken in considering the

applicable loadings and the SF500 sheet load/span

capacity in the design process it is possible to use

SF500 successfully as a single skin sheet.

There are a large number of possible constructions

which may be classed as single skin, some of which

are considered higher risk areas where there are

significant additional uplift loads generated.  Examples

of these would be exposed eaves, ridge or verge

cantilevers (not closed off by a soffit), canopies or large

warehouses with a large opening at one end where

vortexes can be created inside the building. 

21



In all cases the critical element is that the total of all

possible applicable wind loads are established when

designing and that the sheet span capacity is checked

against the total of these loadings using the published

load/span tables wind negative load factored to two. 

Where there is any doubt with regard to the limitations

of the loading calculations and applicable standards or

a desire to be “belt and braces” in design, additional

precautions may be applied such as doubling

calculated loading values and introducing additional

supports at risk areas in order reduce span and

improve load capacity. 

Condensation

Another factor to consider if SF500 is employed in a

single skin application is the potential for condensation

to form on the back of the sheet. This may be dealt

with primarily by adequate ventilation and is then

unlikely to pose any problems. 

When SF500 is used as an uninsulated cover it is not

always possible to successfully fit a breather membrane

(as in System 10) to be effective for example where
there is no support below it between purlins. 

If used as a single skin over an enclosed space 
(on a steel frame for example) where there is a lack 
of general ventilation and the internal environment is
relatively warm and humid, other approaches may 
be considered. 

If condensate is expected to remain on the sheet
rather than be ventilated away it is recommended 
that double sided coated steel is used because the
standard backing coat would be potentially adversely
affected by long term moisture contact.

If potential condensate is considered acceptable,
thought should also be given to structural elements
and their protection.  For example, special grade
stainless steel fixings may be used for the sheet
attachment and cold rolled steel purlins may be
painted to provide additional corrosion resistance. 

An anti-condensation finish may be applied to the
sheet to prevent dripping or running of condensate.
This holds condensate within the anti-condensation
material and allows it to evaporate in cycle. 
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With ever-increasing demands for reductions in

energy consumption and lower carbon emissions,

from both Part L of the Building Regulations and

environmentally conscious specifiers, there can be

comfort in the knowledge that Euroclad systems can

adapt to achieve the most challenging U-values. 

The latest revisions to Part L require significant planning

and engineering to achieve.  One way to achieve new

targets is to follow the ‘notional building’ route which

could see construction depths exceed 200mm.  

Traditional spacer systems are unlikely to be able to

cope with such a large cavity, drawing on outdated

technology that was not designed to deal with

modern construction depths.  Thankfully there is a

solution which has been designed in the 21st Century

for now and the future.

The Eurobar Extra Mast can accommodate insulation

depths of up to 280mm, which can provide a U-value

as low as 0.13W/m2K.  The enhanced systems are

quick and easy to install and offer stability that can be

relied on for modern metal construction.

THERMAL PERFORMANCE

185mm overall insulation depth with a U-value of 0.25 W/m2K

200mm overall insulation depth with a U-value of 0.23 W/m2K

240mm overall insulation depth with a U-value of 0.20 W/m2K

280mm overall insulation depth with a U-value of 0.17 W/m2K



BS 6651, the Code of Practice for Protection of
Structures against Lightning, emphasises the value of
using existing metal as the lightning protection system. 

A report from a Culham Lightning Studies Unit states
that “Very effective lightning protection can be given
to a building where it has a metal skinned roof. 

Generally speaking a metal roof and skinned building
will provide the best overall protection against
lightning, especially when taking into account internal
equipment, electronic systems etc.  Electric fields,
magnetic fields and voltages are a minimum with 
such construction, since it approaches the ideal of 
a screened room, an all metal walled cabin which
keeps interference out.”

Air termination Network – SF500 sheets in 0.7mm
steel can be used as part of the air termination
network. The roof sheets must be conductively
connected to earth.

Electrical conductive continuity in metal framed
buildings with Euroclad twin skin built-up systems is
provided by sheets, fixings and metal spacer systems
connected to the metal frame. 

LIGHTNING PROTECTION
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Dedicated conductors are required if there is no metal

frame with conductive continuity between sheet,

spacers, frame and earth, for example in timber frame

buildings.  The roof would normally be set out so that

no part of the roof is more than 5m from a dedicated

conductor.

Down Conductors – Metal substructures such as

steel purlins and columns can be used as Down

Conductors.  Where there is no conductive continuity

between sheet, spacers and frame, dedicated Down

Conductors will be required around the perimeter of

the building. 

Earth Terminators – These are connections between

the Down Conductors and an earthing electrode

driven into the ground.

Eurobar and Eurobar Extra Mast spacer systems have

direct metal to metal contact between brackets and

rails so provide good conductivity as part of the roof

system without the need for additional measures. 

Eurobar Extra brackets are isolated from the rail by

virtue of a plastic bracket cap these should either be

replaced by Eurobar Extra Mast brackets of equal

height at the required locations or by a 1mm thick

steel strap fixed to the side of the spacer rail and

through the liner to the purlin to provide continuity. 

For constructions over timber frames or where it is not

possible to achieve conductivity between the sheet

and the down conductors, proprietary lightning

protection tapes can be attached to the sheet using

metal fixings to contact directly with the metal

substrate. They can be attached to details such as

the ridge flashing or verge flashing where fixings

achieve electrical continuity between the sheet and

metal detailing. Tapes should be steel or stainless

steel to avoid potential bi-metallic corrosion issues.

Construction details should be checked by a

Lightning Protection Specialist to ensure that adequate

earthing between the roof and ground is provided.
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The fire performance of any building system is

paramount to the safety of the building occupants 

and the prevention of fire spread.  It is an important

consideration for all building designers and owners.  

Revisions to Part B of the Building Regulations have

meant that, for the first time, designers are being

asked to complete a fire risk assessment as the first

stage of any design process – underlining a new fire

prevention approach that asks designers to identify

fire risks at an early stage, and try to remove them.  

Key to any low fire risk solution is a building design

that limits fire spread. When it comes to selecting a

roofing system, it makes sense to use non-combustible

insulation and steel external and liner sheets, to

provide confidence and peace of mind. 

For high level fire resistance, systems with 

non-combustible cores, such as stone wool insulation,

would always be recommended. 

All Elite Systems, including those which use the 

Secret fix SF500 profile, have been tested and

approved to the relevant parts of BS476 and

LPS1181 and incorporate stone or glass wool

insulation.

Compliance with Building Regulations Part B (B3) is

simply achieved.

FIRE
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The new lighting system utilises the same number of

lights but uses T5 fluorescent bulbs that illuminate

instantly and last up to three times longer than the old

bulbs.  Each light uses just 80 watts, a fifth of the

original system, which saves around 235,000KWh 

per year.  To add to energy savings the lighting is

zoned across the factory with microwave sensors

automatically turning the lighting on and off as

required.

The energy saved is approximately equivalent to

127,029Kg of CO2 which equates to 34678.9Kg of

Carbon.

By sourcing a cladding system which is able to tick all

of the boxes, it is possible to protect your pocket as

well as the planet.  A cradle to cradle approach can

deliver a sustainable metal roof and wall solution that

doesn’t cost the earth. 

SUSTAINABILITY

Euroclad approach sustainability with absolute

integrity.  With such an amorphous headline it is easy

to think of sustainability as being only

recycling or just about longevity.  

Euroclad employ a holistic approach to cradle

to cradle sustainability which aims to minimise

the environmental impact of the production of

components, manufacturing processes,

transport, installation, use and end of life.  

Also included is life cycle assessment of

environmental impact categories such as global

warming, resource depletion, embodied energy,

eutrophication, acidification and volatile organic

compound (VOC) emissions. 

As part of the commitment to reducing its own

carbon footprint there is a process of continuous

improvement that includes, but is not exclusive to, 

the ongoing accreditation of the ISO 14001

environmental management system.

An example of efforts to reduce carbon is the recent

collaboration with the Carbon Trust to specify and

install a high performance, energy efficient lighting

system in the main factory unit.  

The new lighting saves energy, reduces cost and

provides a significantly higher luminescence.

The existing lighting in the factory unit used 120 lights,

each consuming 400 watts.  The bulbs were difficult

and expensive to replace and took up to five minutes

to warm up.
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Modern methods of construction and innovative

materials can transform tired and outdated buildings

into attractive and inspiring spaces.  Refurbishing

buildings rather than demolishing and rebuilding them

offers many significant benefits. 

Refurbishment projects generally cause less disruption

to the community and can dramatically improve the

aesthetics of a building and the surrounding

environment. In addition to the social benefits,

refurbishments can be more economical even when

the complete building envelope needs replacing. 

REFURBISHMENT

The majority of the building fabric can be retained,

saving a significant amount of time and money. In

addition, by reusing the functioning parts of the

building, the impact on the environment is lowered 

with material production and transport being greatly

reduced. 

Secret fix SF500 is proving to be increasingly popular

for use in refurbishment projects as it is lightweight,

strong and durable.   Over roofing with Secret fix

SF500 is quick and effective and provides an

attractive, cost-effective retrofit option.



COMPONENTS
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Ridge support section 3m

Hip support section blank (for site cutting) 3m

Verge section 3m

3mm dia mastic bead As supplied

2mm x 19mm mastic strip As supplied

Ridge filler 500mm

Eave filler 500mm

Hip Ridge filler (for site cutting) 1m

Eaves drip angle 3m

ROOF ACCESSORIES

The Secret fix SF500 system has been designed to
incorporate standard asccessory components which
should be used to ensure the integrity of the system.

*Raked eaves filler dependent on roof pitch and hip angle plan.

The ridge filler should be slid into the ridge support
section prior to fixing and secured at every crest with
two secondary fixings.  The 2mm x 19mm mastic
sealant is fixed to the top face of the section to seal
the joint between the ridge support section and the
ridge flashing.  

Filler pairs – ridge and eaves
ECSF-FP

Eaves filler
ECSF-EF500

Ridge turn-up tool
ECSF-TU500

The ridge flashing is fixed to the ridge support at
500mm centres between the crests of the profile.  
The end detail allows the overlap over the adjacent
section.  We recommend that these are fixed as the
roof sheets are laid, not left until later.

Reversible verge section
ECSF-V3

Ridge support

Goosewing grey
ECSF-RS10A05

Merlin grey
ECSF-RS18B25

Colour to match SF500 roof
ECSF-RSP

Adjustable setting template
ECSF-ATP500

Eaves turn-down tool
ECSF-TD500

Ridge filler
ECSF-RF500

Available in 500mm length – the ridge filler should be
clipped into the ridge support section prior to fixing

Ridge filler ____
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SYSTEM ACCESSORIES

Insulation

Euroclad systems generally use stone wool and 

glass wool quilts. With the revisions to Approved

Documents for Part L (Conservation of fuel and

power)  construction depths may increase in order 

to achieve ever-lower U-values.  

Eurobar Extra

The Eurobar Extra Mast has been designed and

developed in the 21st century in anticipation of

increasing insulation depths and can accommodate

insulation as deep as 280mm, offering a U-value as 

low as 0.13W/m2K.

RocRoof

The newly developed RocSlab insulation is exclusive 

to Euroclad and is a condensed insulation from

Rockwool.  RocSlab provides a walk-able surface 

and avoids any thermal bridging issues by employing 

a new way of fixing the top sheet that eliminates cold

bridging.  
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FIXINGS

The sheets and brackets are fixed using fasteners
supplied to specification by Euroclad and include:

• Carbon or stainless steel self-drilling screws for 
use on purlin, verge and sheet fixing, sheet and
verge details 

• Aluminium Bulbtite rivet fitted with an EPDM 
washer for use on drip angle of sheets

• Carbon or stainless steel 6.5mm diameter screws
for use when fixing to timber 

• Carbon or stainless steel stitching screw for use 
on curved roofs on details such as eaves, flashings,
hips and ridges.

DETAILS OF FIXINGS

Application Description Frequency

Eurobar Extra, Mast or Eurobar brackets  5.5mm diameter self-drill 25mm to 28mm long 2 per bracket. 4 per bracket for Mast 
to cold-rolled steel purlins max – 3mm  with washer (304 grade stainless steel for 260mm and over. 
thick (including liner) Elite Plus, carbon steel for Standard and Elite) Temporary rail to mast bracket fix

Eurobar Extra and Eurobar Extra Mast 5.5mm diameter self-drill 25mm to 28mm long 1 through rail into bracket at beginning of 
only with washer (304 grade stainless steel for each run of rails

Elite Plus, carbon steel for Standard and Elite)

Systems 6, 6A and 11 Eurobar Extra 5.5mm diameter self-drill 25mm to 28mm long 2 per bracket. 4 per bracket for mast 
bracket to 1.6mm galvanized top-hat with washer (304 grade stainless steel for 260mm and over
sections Elite Plus, carbon steel for Standard and Elite)

0.7mm MW5 steel liner to cold rolled  5.5mm diameter self-drill 25mm to 28mm long Sheet ends and end laps: Every corrugation 
steel purlins – max 3mm thick. Standard with washer (304 grade stainless steel for (perforated liner: minimum 29 mm washer and
(and perforated) Elite Plus, carbon steel for Standard and Elite) 140 mm end laps for non-fragile Class C).

Intermediate supports: alternate corrugations

Secret fix SF500 Sheet to Eurobar Extra  5.5mm diameter self-drill 25mm to 28mm 1 per sheet overlap over the gutter Anchor
rail (and verge section into sheet long, no washer, 304 grade stainless steel fixings at eaves sheet to drip angle or
underlap) 2 per sheet underlap at every rail. flashing Bulbtite rivets 2 per sheet pan

Side laps sheet ends (only if sheet is curved) 
Sidelap stitcher with washer 4.8mm x 20mm
or 6.3mm x 25mm, 304 grade stainless steel

Ridge/hip support to sheet Sidelap stitcher with washer 4.8mm x 20mm 2 fixings at each sheet crown Verge section 
or 6.3mm x 25mm, 304 grade stainless steel to sheet crown Sidelap stitcher with washer

4.8 mm x 20 mm or 6.3 mm x 25 mm, 304 
grade stainless steel at 450 mm centres

Ridge/hip flashing to ridge/hip support Sidelap stitcher with washer 4.8mm x 20mm At 500 mm centres (over the pan of each 
or 6.3mm x 25mm, 304 grade stainless steel sheet). Hips – over the pan of each sheet

Verge flashing to verge section Sidelap stitcher with washer 4.8mm x 20mm At 600 mm centres
or 6.3mm x 25mm, 304 grade stainless steel



Euroclad has designed a step detail which allows the

specifier the advantage of using the Secret fix SF500

system even when a continuous sheet is not possible.

Using standard components the roof step detail

reveals a strong, easily-fixed step.  The requirement

for a step is rare but in the event that it is needed

further advice can be obtained from the technical

office.
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ROOF ACCESS

Secret fix SF500 is designed 

as a low maintenance system but 

generally the sheets can be walked upon without

imposing damage.  However, care should be taken 

on pre-coated material not to damage the coating.

Fall arrest systems

Fall arrest and restraint are critical to the protection of

workers at height.  Euroclad can provide information

about a recommended supplier of fully tested and

accredited systems, who can specify/design the

correct system to achieve your requirements.

ROOF STEP

It is the very nature of this system that makes the

successful achievement of an end lap virtually

impossible.  In certain circumstances – such as

extreme roof slopes or access problems – more than

one sheet may be required from ridge to eaves.
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ROOFLIGHTS

A common roof penetration 

requiring careful attention is the 

rooflight.  Attention should be paid to cover widths

during installation of liners and the external Secret fix

SF500 sheet, to ensure well-fitting rooflight details.

There are a wide range of rooflights available to suit

Secret fix SF500 in both GRP and Polycarbonate.

There are two types of standard rooflight available for

Secret fix SF500; barrel vault and in-plane through-

fixed.

Rooflights with no primary fixings 

When it is not desireable to use penetrative, primary

fixings in a system designed to eliminate them, the

barrel vault rooflight is the best solution.  They provide

integrity and an attractive curved form.  The item is

manufactured in sections to fit any size of roof opening

and they must start at – or very near to – the ridge,

but can be terminated whenever required down slope.

Rooflights with primary fixings 

There is only one type of rooflight which can be

incorporated into the Secret fix SF500 system if

primary fixings penetrating the external sheet are

acceptable.

This type of rooflight is site assembled using a

translucent liner fixed by the normal method, and a

trapezoidal outer sheet with two side overlaps.

Primary fixings penetrate the sheet at every purlin and

end laps are possible but not recommended below

five degrees.  The appropriate washers must be used

with the primary fixings and the sheet must run from

ridge to eaves.  A secondary translucent may be

required to form a triple skin system for compliance

with building regulations.

50mm x 1mm film
backed butyl tape

50mm x 1mm film
backed butyl tape

Insulation retainer

Euroclad MW5 liner
sealed to manufacurers

recommendations

5.5mm dia fastener
(15mm washer)

with bonded seal 
fixed at 300mm centres

5.5mm dia fastener
with large dia (29mm)
washer with bonded

seal

5.5mm dia fastener
(15mm washer)

with bonded seal 
fixed at 300mm centresGalv support

2.44 Kg/m2 SAB3 GRP SF1000
Type B outer 1000mm wide

3.6 Kg/m2 for pitches
between 2.5° and 5°

3 Kg/m2 SAA1 GRP MW5
liner 1000mm wide5.5mm dia fixing fitted with 

large dia (29mm) washer with 
bonded seal, fixed every 
corrugation at every purlin

Insulation retainer:
 0.7mm steel liner enamel

 flashing, notched over
spacer rail on site

Cleartherm 1000mm wide panel secured
with 50mm x 1mm film backed butyl tape

Example of a barrel 
vault rooflight.

Section drawing of in-plane rooflight
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Euroclad was chosen by Sharkey & Company to

supply metal roofing and cladding systems for

ProLogis Development Limited’s giant distribution

centre at The Bridge in Dartford, in a contract worth

over £1.2m.

At the heart of the building envelope lies the Eurobar

Extra spacer system, which was chosen due to its

structural stability and inherent strength.  Nick Heath 

of Sharkey & Company said of the spacer system:

“I was particularly pleased with the ease with which

Eurobar Extra was assembled and fixed onsite and

the confidence in the entire roof and wall construction

such an innovative product gives you”. 

Designed by RPS Burks Green, the distribution centre

is spread over three buildings covering approximately

65,000m2.  Euroclad’s Secret fix SF500 system was

used to roof all three buildings, in continuous lengths 

of up to 85m using striking wedgewood blue steel.

Trapezoidal and Half Round profiles were chosen to

clad the walls because of their contemporary

appearance and excellent performance.  

Secretfix SF500 Systems are BBA Certified with

comprehensive coverage and supporting

documentation.

TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE
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SUCCESS AT 2012 OLYMPICS

Euroclad has manufactured and supplied the entire

roof for the enormous International Broadcast Centre

(IBC) to be used at the 2012 Olympic Games.

The London 2012 Games are the catalyst for

transforming 2.5km2 of land into a fully functional,

exceptional Olympic Park.  What was once industrial,

contaminated land has been rapidly transformed.

Euroclad played a big part in creating the World-class

facilities needed to host the Olympics and showcase

the best of Britain.

The roof of the IBC posed a unique set of challenges.

With a roof area of 27,000m2 and a requirement to

manufacture 77m continuous length sheets directly

onto the roof, there were few places for roofing

contractor Hathaway to turn.  Euroclad offered the

perfect solution with its Secret fix roofing system,

which was manufactured onsite in continuous lengths.

A fully tested lifting rig and remote control manufacture

meant that sheets could be rollformed directly onto the

roof, saving time and making construction of the roof

much more efficient.

Acoustic performance was a critical factor in the

choice of Secret fix SF500.  The original specification

called for a foam insulated roof panel which could not

achieve the demanding acoustic performance

required.  Euroclad’s Elite LG System, utilising the

SF500 external profile, provided sound reductions of

around 45dB, helping to create an acoustic

environment conducive to live broadcasting.

Euroclad also manufactured around 4,500m2 of

LINEAR 2 rainscreen facades in aluminium composite

material (ACM) for the Olympic stadium.  The size 

of panels and the type of installation presented

considerable technical challenges and the solutions

proposed by Euroclad formed part of the successful

bid by specialist contractor Prater.  

The LINEAR 2 system consists of vertical hook-on

panels fixed at a 40° incline, which results in the

panels being closer to the steelwork at the bottom

than at the top.  This required the construction of a

full-size test rig at Euroclad’s facilities to trial the

handling, transport and fixing of the system. 
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The panel lengths of 7.6m were longer than any that

have ever been produced using ACM; posing

significant challenges to ACM manufacturer

Mitsubishi, which had to produce 7.8m long sheets;

the longest ever made.

The 80,000-seat stadium cost £496m to construct

and is designed and constructed by 'Team Stadium'

consisting of Populous, Sir Robert McAlpine and

Burro Happold, with landscape designer HED and

planning consultant Savills Hepher Dixon.

The installation of Secret fix SF500 on the IBC is a

glowing endorsement of the high performance,

attractive and easy-to-install roof system.  Euroclad 

is proud to have been able to contribute to the

London 2012 Olympics.

The roof of the International Broadcast Centre (IBC) is covered entirely by
Euroclad products. The huge building provides facilities for 20,000
broadcasters and journalists.

Euroclad Facades transformed manufacturing machinery to cope with the
World’s longest sheets of Alpolic material and produced a full size rig to test
handling, transport and application.

A full-size test rig was built to
ensure the record breaking
panels could be transported,
handled onsite and fixed
without problems.

Left to Right: Olympic Gold medallist Lynn
Davies, Euroclad Managing Director Phil Cook
and ODA Chairman John Armitt get a close-up
view of the 7.6m panels produced by Euroclad
for the Olympic Stadium.
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Colour can be used to great effect in architecture; 

it can reflect the brand identity of a company, be used

to achieve an architectural objective or to complement

a buildings surroundings.  The use of colour can affect

the mood of building users and can engender a sense

of pride in the workplace.

MATERIAL AND FINISH

The finish or coating adds extra durability to the

material used.  Coated steel can be used to form the

basis of a Secret fix SF500 roof with specific, long

term coating guarantees of up to 40 years.

Steel is available in a range of three main plastisol

coatings, each with a different price, performance and

guarantee to provide the best fit for individual project

requirements.

For more information visit www.euroclad.com or

contact us on 029 2079 0722.

COLOURS AND FINISHES
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